REFINITIV™
DATA IS JUST
THE BEGINNING

Summer Erasmus +
Internship Programm
Content

- Who are we as Refinitiv?
- Teams’ descriptions & tasks – what can you expect from the internship
- Refinitiv at Gdynia’s office
The Financial & Risk business of Thomson Reuters is now Refinitiv.

We provide financial markets data and infrastructure.

Every day we release 40 billion market data updates.

Our clients include the largest banks, corporations and governments.

We connect clients to trade smarter and faster, overcome regulatory challenges, and scale intelligently.

We believe that data is just the beginning.
Team collects fundamental data from over 110 markets representing more than 99% of the world’s market cap, covering 67 markets. The department collects financial statements from annual, interim company reports. The team is responsible for analyzing financial reports and collect accurate data in our database. We support customer service in content related queries. Our clients are able to use our standardized data in order to analyze and compare companies across markets, industries and predict future trends.

- Providing the data with the highest accuracy for the clients
- Verifying the information available on the product
- Performing Initial Public Offering companies research
- Research on financial ratios
- Searching for possible improvements in data delivery
- Involved in task connected with client cases

32 h/week
Deals & Private Equity team collects and analysis data for private and public companies referring to mergers and acquisitions, public equity offerings (IPOs, rights issue) and private equity (funds, firms & portfolio companies). Our team lives the principles of innovation and smart working with smart tools (GDI - Global Deals Interface, DTM - Deals Task Management, SCOUT - sourcing & triage tool) and technologies. Deals issues League Tables where we present top financial and legal advisors that worked on transactions all over the world. Based on data that we search, analyze and send to our products, thousands of professionals around the world are able to benchmark their performance against market and make strategic decisions regarding their business.

• Analyzes of mergers and acquisitions or private equity transactions on EMEA markets with specialization on certain countries
• Further research on transactions according to the methodology and publicly available sources
• Transactions creates and updates in the database
• Completion of the tasks based on priorities

Flexible working hours, minimum 30h per week, the best 40h. Our department works from 7.30 am to 6 pm. We require the scheduled working hours in the first week when we deliver the training.
You will join the team of around 80 colleagues based in Gdynia and Nicosia. Altogether your major responsibility will be to monitor market events related to legal entity data, build company descriptions & hierarchy trees and assign company classification codes. You will be much exposed to partner with a number of internal teams located around the world, which makes this job diverse and gives opportunity to learn constantly.

Working hours between 8:00 – 4:00 pm is standard for us. It is possible to come between 7:00 am – 6:00 pm. It can be also less than 40 hours per week, but at least 30 h.

- Creating short descriptions about characteristics of companies,
- Translating company profiles from English to local languages (French, Spanish, Italian etc.,) and vice-versa,
- Acquiring and collecting contact and registration details, identification data and organization structure of legal entities,
- Providing source data about legal entities obtained from internet sources,
- Updating databases of legal entities, taking into account such changes on the market as mergers, acquisitions and changes in the organization’s name.
ETI team is responsible for the coverage of real time, reference and time series data for instruments traded on stock exchanges. The team covers equities, bonds, warrants, funds and derivatives on Eikon and Datascope products. They are as well responsible for monitoring of real time and intraday data and raising alerts to notify customers about data outages.

Our team have shifts from 4.00 am till 24.30, although we would suggest you standard 8:00 am – 4:00 pm. One day off a week is also an option.
Commodities Content Operations Team collects broker pricing and market fundamental data for energy, metals and agriculture markets, as well as weather and freight. The team is spread across Bangalore, Manila and Gdynia operations centers. The Commodities Fundamentals team supports the fundamental side of content production, gathering data about physical assets, production and consumption, as well as trading and flow statistics. Our team supplies top quality commodities fundamental data used by internal research and forecast teams, which deliver analysis and forecasts to the customers. Our customers take their business decisions based on the data they receive via our products. You will help them predict future trends within different commodities markets.

Our team have shifts from 4.00 am till 24.30, although we would suggest you standard 8:00 am – 4:00 pm. One day off a week is also an option.

**Responsibilities and main tasks >>**

- Maintaining the existing Fundamentals/Physical Asset database in an accurate and timely manner
- Conduct extensive and independent research on several data components on a day-to-day basis
- Monitoring content availability using internal tools
- Communicating & liaising with internal and external stakeholders for investigation & resolution of queries, including direct contact with customers
You will join the Development team within Commodities Content based in Bangalore and Gdynia. This is an Internship position where you will work with Java and Oracle technologies. Altogether your major responsibility will be to onboard data to our Fundamentals Database on Commodities and Energy from external web sources and ensure the data is correctly added and updated in the databases for further distribution to our customers.

Our team have shifts from 4.00 am till 24.30, although we would suggest you standard 8:00 am – 4:00 pm. One day off a week is also an option.

Development Team

Responsibilities and main tasks >>

• Development of data loading and parsing modules.
• Develop and integrate code within in-house Framework (Spring based) using IntelliJ and Java7/Java8 as per written specifications so as to onboard new content onto Refinitiv products.
• Develop software applications using disciplined software development processes (Jira, Oracle Apex Internal Kanban Board), adhering to industry standards and software best practice guidelines.
• Participate in internal team and status meetings.
Refinitiv in Gdynia

A great place to work, develop and have fun.

- Our employees: +1000
- Average age: 31.5
- Nationalities present: 57

We have a 10-minute walk to the beach.
Stay in touch!
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